VILLAGGI & TRIBU’
V&T has been providing entertainment services in holiday resorts in Italy
and abroad for over 20 years and it’s considered a valued partner for the
main operators of the tourism business. It was born in 1994 and since then,
while being faithful to the tradition of tourism entertainment, has
constantly kept updated programs, artistic content, communication styles.
The team of managers is made up of people who come not only from the
tourism business, but also from transport, logistics and entertainment. And
they brought their experience and expertise within V&T to give a business
dimension to what – a long time ago - was born as a wonderful adventure.
Priorities for V&T are selection and training of personnel and development
of an original and creative product, elements that have allowed us to
achieve extraordinary results in terms of reviews and levels of customer
satisfaction.

OUR DESTINATIONS

From the range of destinations served by V&T we can understand the variety of contexts in which the agency operates and therefore
the wealth of experiences made in the course of its history. From big villages with comfortable amphitheaters and wide beaches to
smaller hotels with exclusive clientele. From resorts with permanent guests and schedules every day different to family hotels with
staff dedicated only to children. From international villages with a multilingual team to places with typically regional tourist flows.
From the structures that overlook crystalline seas to those located on snow-capped mountains. These are the different experiences
that have made V&T effective and versatile in every animation context over time.

OUR SERVICES

V&T programs are designed to meet the diverse needs of customers distributed over more than 30 villages in Italy and abroad. The
creatives of the headquarters are dedicated to preparing innovative daytime and evening entertainment programs and the constant
updating of the artistic repertoire. Strengths of our product are the extreme personalization of services and the complete
identification with the brands of our customers, characteristics that have generated twenty-year collaborations with many resorts.
Our equips are the result of a careful recruitment process on a national and international scale, of a strict selection and training
through our workshops and campuses. In each team the right mix between the competence of the most experienced and the
enthusiasm of the new generation is guaranteed.

CHILDREN & TEENAGERS
V&T guarantees an original and engaging program for
children through staff who follow specific training. The V&T
mascots along with Disney princesses, superheroes, clowns,
wizards and jugglers make the days of the little ones colorful
and exciting.
The experience of the teens with the V&T team is exciting
and varied every day thanks to programs that include theater
workshops, school of djs, photographers and wallwriters,
dedicated games and sports and initiatives as "animator for a
day" where they are protagonists at the side of the team.

SPORT AND FITNESS
With the V&TT instructors, chosen for technical preparation
and a right relational attitude, the sporty experience of the
guests is the right mix of fun and professionalism. In addition
to the scheduling of courses for beginners and experts, rich
and original is the daily
aily offer of tournaments and sports
competitions.
V&T fitness program offers different activities every day,
designed to meet the different needs of guests. A range of
state-of-the-art
art equipment is available to trainers to make
the lessons even more professional.

DAY&EVENING ENTERTAINMENT
The V&TT people are engaging but polite and never intrusive,
the empathic and familiar approach is a distinctive feature of
daytime entertainment. The varied programming of games,
events and musical moments makes the holiday an
unforgettable experience.
The evening
ning program of each resort adapts to the
characteristics of customers ranging from original musicals,
live performances, prose and cabaret shows, evenings
involving guests and theater plays with the participation of
children.

OTHER TOURIST SERVICES
V&T staff provides daily assistance to tourist
tourists through
dedicated hostesses in support of hotels and tour operators
operators’
staff.. It also provides support to the commercial initiatives of
customers through on-site promoters and social media
managers dedicated to the customer's social channels
channels.
In the V&T staff there are also ad hoc figures - where these
services are offered - as photographers with their own
equipment, bazaar managers, professional masseurs, expert
baby sitters, pet
et sitters dedicated to the ever increasing
clientele with dogs, and more.

EVENTS & TRAVELS
Thanks to a rich portfolio of staff including entertainers,
artists and technicians, V&TT offers advice and assistance in
managing events, business meetings and incentives. Twenty
years of experience
perience in the sector allows V&T
V& to assist its
customers in every aspect of organization and planning.
Through the many partnerships with agencies, hotels and
tour operators,, V&T has also played over the years a very
effective role in the choice of vacation for its ability to direct
its clients towards the resort that best suits their needs and
to create specific programs for groups.
groups
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